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XXI I . KEASURXD AND PREDICTED PERTOEMAHOE OF A
TLUTED-TYPrn EXHAUST GAS AND AIR HEAT EXOHAN(3ER
By L. M. K. Boelter, A. G. Guibert, J. M. Rademacher,
and I’. E. Romie
SUMMARY
Data on the thermal performance and the static and total
pressure drop characteristics of a fluted-type exhaust gas
and alr heat exchanger are presented. A shroud which produced
parallel flow of the fluids was used in these tests.
The weight rates of exhaust gas through the heat ex-
changer were-varied from 1900 to 5200 pounde per hour and the
weight ratee of ventilatlnq air were varied frox 1500 to 4600
pounds per hour. The inlet temperature of the exhauet gaa
wae maintained at approximately 1600° F.
Total pressure traveraea and static pressure measurements
were recorded at ~everal points upstream and downstream from
the heater eection in the ventilating air side of the unit un-
der Isothermal and non~isothermal conditions. Over-all iso-
thermal and non-lsotharmal etatic pressure drope were meaaured
acroes the exhaust gas and ventilating air eidee of the exper-
imental heater-duct Byetem.
The measured thermal outputs and pressure drops are com-
pared with predicted magnitudes.
II?TRODUCTION
. . . .
The performance characterietlce of this fluted-type heat
exchanger, deelgned for use in the exhaust gas streams of
aircraft enginee for cabin heating eystems and for wing- add
— --
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tail-surface anti -ioing systems, were investigated, uelng
the large test stand of the Mechanical Engineering
Laboratories of the University of California.
. , .-J-. .—- . - , ~. 4The following data were obtained:
1. Weight rate8 of the exhaust gae and ventilating air
through the respective sides of the heat exchanger
2. Temperatures of the exhaust gas and ventilating alr
at inlet and outlet of the exchanger
3. Over-all statio pressure drops (isothermal and non-
.isothermal) across the exhaust gas side of the
heat exehanger and also across the ventilating air
side of the heat exohanger both when the air
flowed out of the IIcabin-airii duct and also when
the air flowed out of the ‘Ioverboardll duct. (See
fig. 1.) .AISO, etatic nressure measurements under
isothermal and non-geothermal conditlone were
taken at SIX points arranged around the periphery
of the shroud, three at the unstream end,and three
at the downstream end of the heater section. The
isothermal static pressure drop on the exhaust gas
~ide acroee the beat excha~ger alone was aleo
—-
moaeured.
4. Total pressure traverseu on the ventilating alr side
at seven points on the periphery of the shroud;
three of these being traverses at the upstream end
of the heater section, three at the downstream end,
and one in the center of the heater section within
one of the air side flutes. An eighth total pres-
nure traverse wae aade on the ventilating &ir aide.
acroe~ that exit duct which conveys the cabin air.
These total preeeure travergee were made under iso-
thermal and non-isothermal conditions.
This investigation, part of a research program conducted
on airoraft heat exchangers at the University of California,
wae eponeored by and conducted with the financial aBs18tance
of the National Advieory Committee for Aeronautlca.
ii . . . . . . .. .. .. .- -—
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SYMBOLS
area of heat trantafer, fta
...-.
--- .-,. J.
crose-eectiond arOa of flow
. . . .. . ..-
for either fluid meae -
ured within the heater, fta
crose-eectlonal area of flow taken at the inlet pres-
sure measuring station, fta
croee-meotional area of flow taken at the outlet pres-
eure meaeurlng 0tat50n, fta
heat oa~acity of the flutd at constant nressure,
Btu/lb ‘F
hydraulio diameter, ft
unit thermal convective conductance (average with
length), Btu/hr fta ‘F
thermal conductance of either fluid, Btu/hr ‘F
Isothermal frictional pressure 10BE acrosn the heater
section at temperature Tiso, lb/fta
~ravttational force per unit of maen, lb/(lb seca/ft)
weight rate of fluid per unit of area, lb/hr fta
Isothermal head 10E6 coefficient defined by the equa-
AP uma
tlon Y=K—
2g
length of a duct measured from the entrance, ft
ratio of the cro6e-sectional area of flow before ex-
pansion of the fluid passage to that after expan-
sion of the fluid passage
meaeured rate of enthalpy ohange of the fluid, Btu/hr
or kEtu/hr (kBtu designates kilo Btu, or 1000 Btu/hr)
arithmetic average mixed-mean abeolnte temperature of
TI + T=
fluld =
—m ‘R
1,
2
—— .—
—
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‘iBO mixed-mean absolute temperature of fluid for the iso-
thermal pressure drop tests, ‘R
T. mixed-mean absolute temperature of the fluid, ‘R
urn mean velocity of fluid within the fluid passage, ft/seo
u over-all unit thermal conductance, Btu/hr ft= ‘Y
UA over-all thermal oonductanoe, Btu/hr ‘Y
w weight rate of fluid, lb/hr
Re Reynolds number = 3D/3600 Wg
Y weight density of fluid, lb/fts
AP static pressure drop, lb/fta .
@total total Pressure droP9 lb/fta
Ap H pressure drop, Inches of water
c isothermal friction faator defined by the equation
~=~.luma
.—
Y D 2g
viscosity of the fluid, lb sec/fta
mfxed-mean tompernture of the fluid, ‘1’
heater effectiveness for parallel flow of fluids.
Thle effeotlveness is defined by the equation
qa = ‘a ‘Pa (Tgl - ‘al) Qp
Subscripts
a ventilating alr side
c eonveottve conductance (fo, etc.) and also sudden
contraction (Kc)
e sudden expansion
g the exhaust gas side
. . —
.—— .-—. —— . ..—. .. ... .. —. —.—
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h heater
m mean values at any section of the heater
.... .. ... . . ---- .
.......
P parallel flow
(Urn)
&v arlthmetla average
contr eudden contraction
gr oontr gradual contraction
gr exp gradual expansion
fric frlotion
100 isothermal conditions
non-i80 non-isothermal conditions
1 point 1, entrance. of eection of heater
a point 2, exit of eeotion of hoator
DESCRIPTION OY HEATZR AND l?ESTIHG PROCEDTJRES
The fluted-type heat exchan<er te8ted WaB a parallel
flow unit with 30 alternate exhaust gas and ventil.atlng alr
pa6sage0. (See fig. 1.) It wa~ similar in design to the
fluted-type heat exchanger teeted previously and reported in
references 1 and 2.
The ventilating air shroud used (eee fig. 1) was a design “
for an actual aircraft inetallationm It produced parallel
flow of fluids along the heater eectlon. There were two exit
ducts for the ventilating air. One , termed the overboard duct,
conducted come of the ventilating air away from the heater
section and the other duct, termed the cabin-air dust, con-
veyed the remainder . Only one of these exits waa used at any
one time during the tents.
The etatlc pres ure drone acroee the test setup (entranoe
+—duate, heater, exit ducts were measured on each side of the
heat exchanger by means of wall taps at the inlet and outlet
ende of the entrance and exit ducts. Statio pressure drops
were aleo meaeured acroeq the heate~ eection on the ventilat-
ing air eide by means of special “button” taps which were
L.: — .. —
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inserted at three points on the periphery of the shroud at
the entranoe to the heater section and at another three
points at the exit to the heater section. The readings ob-
tained with these button taps were oompared with those ob-
tained using ordinary wall taps and, for the range of weight
rates per unit of area employed In these tests, they were
found to be about 1 to 3 percent lower than those obtained
with the wall tape. !I!heerror Involved in the measurement of
a pressure drop probably would be smaller, because the veloc-
ities at the two presenre-measuring statlone are approximately
the came.
TotQ ureas ure measu rement q were taken at the same sec-
tions> the shroud where the static pressures were measured.
Shielded total uressure tubes, which gave constant readings
even when the angle of the total pre~sure tube with respect
to the direction of flow varied up to approximately 60°, were
used for the measurements.
All pressure drop mmamreaents were made under isothermal
and non-isothermal conditions, except for the Btatic mressure
drop across the exhaust gae side of the heat exchanger alone,
which was taken under Isothermal conditions only,
METHOD OF ANALYSIS
Heat Transfer
The evaluation of the thermal output of the heat ex.
changer and duct system was based upon the enthalpy changa of -
the ventilating air as given by the equation:
~a = Wa Cpa (Taa - Tax) (1)
in which opat the heat capaclt~ of the air, was avaluated
at tha arithmetic average ventilating air tam$erature. Eig-
ure 2 presents a plot of qa as a function of Wa at con-
.
stant values of the exhaust gas rate %! “
For’the idaal case of a heat exchanger thermally insu-
lated from its surroundings, the enthalpy change of the
exhaust gas,
l
qg = Wg Cpg (Tgl - TgJ (2)
lThe heat capacity of the exhaust gas
cPg im taken as
that of air at the average exhauet gaa temperature.
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wbuld be equal to the enthalpy change of the ventilating air
qa l However, because the heat balance ratios qg/qa (s00
table I) indicate that the enthalpy changes are not equal in
the actual case, and beoause experl”enoe hae shown that qa
. i“ta”the m“ore rellable value, the entha~py change of the venti-
lating air qa is chosen as the value for the heat-transfer
rate.
The prediotlon of the thermal output of the unit wata at-
tempted. It must be stated that the thermal output determined
experimentally was not that of the heater alone but that of
the heater and those se.ctlons of the exhaust gas ducts which “
were covered by the ventilating air shroud. Because it would
have been difficult to measure separately the contribution of
eaoh section to the heat transfer, only the eum of these con-
trlbutlone was measured.
The predictions of the heat transfsr rate are based upon
the dlvitaion of the heater-duct system into three eections
and the summation of the thermal output of each section in
order to obtain the total heat transfer rate. The comparison
of meagured and predicted values of the over-all thermal con-
ductance UA, which is the quotient of the total heat trans-
fer rate divided by a mean temperature difference, is not
made In this report becauee the over-all unit thermal conduct-
ance U , varied greatly in the three sections of the heater.
The over-all thermal conductance, if calculated, would then
be some mean of those which obtained over the individual sec-
tions and would be only an approximation in evaluating the
performance of the unl~ for other inlet temperature conditions,
For the prediction of the thermal output it wae necenaary
to apply a step-by-eteD calculation at each mection becautae
only the temperatures at the entranoe to the first Bection of
the heater eystem (and the weight rates of the fluids) were
knawn. The oalculatlon began with an estimation of the tem-
peratures at the exit of the approach section, in order to es-
timate the mean temperatures of the flulds. These are needed
for the calculation of the unit thermal convective conduct-
anoeta of the two flu%ds within the approaoh section. The
equation used to determine the unit thermal convective conduct.
antes for the ventilating alr and exhaust gas at any section
was
*. fo = 5.4 x 10-4 ((Tav)O”a-~ 1 + 1;1 ;) (3)~o. a
-- —..
.—. - ---- _— -
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where
Tav eetimated arithmetic average temperature of fluid
G“””’ weight “rate of fluid per unit oroeg-eeot ional area
D hydraulio diameter of paeeage
1 length of paesage
The unit thermal conductance~ calculated in this manner in-
olude the ‘entrance effaot” oorrectlon factor 1 + 1.1 D/l,
which is ueed to accor.nt #gr the higher valuee of the unit
thermal conductance aloa~ the entrance length of a heat
tranefer surface before #h@ boundary layer completely fine
the paeeagee. (See referqace 2.)
Rrom the unit thermal oonductancee and the heat tranefer
areae, the over-all tkermal oondactanae for each Individual
eection was calculated according to the equation:
UA = 1 (4)
(*)a+(+)%
(See reference 3, equation.) From these over-all thermal
conductance and the Inlet temperature condition, the thermal
outnut of each section was ccm?mted. The equation ammloyed
wa a
(5)
where
Wa weight rate of ventilating air
cPa heat capacity of ventilating alr
’131 inlet temperature of exhauet gae at that section
Tal inlet temperature of ventilating air at that eection
V* heater effectiveneee for parallel flow (a function of UA,
Wa Cpa, and
‘g cPg )
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The value of the heater effeotlveness Tp was obtained from
a plot of 141p as a function of the ratio Wa ‘pa/wg Cpgs
-n
using UA~Wa” CPa as a parameter. (See r.efer,e?c? 3, fig. 32.)
The equation:
1 - e+(l + Ya cpa/Wg epg)(UA/Wa epa)
m. =
1 + Wa ~Pa/wg ‘pg
(6)
which Is the haais for the plot mentioned above, is derived in
referenae 4. By using the value of ~ calculated, the exit
temperatures postulated for the approach section were checked.
If the agreement wae eat~afaotory, the exit temperature cor-
responding to the ~ calculated were used aa the inlet tem-
perature for the heater aeotion. Fluid temperature at the
exit of the heater section were postulated to find the mean
temperature of each of the fluids In that aectlon and tha proc-
eee of calculation waa repeated for tha haater section. The
same procedure waa applied to the exit section to complete the
calculation. The predioted tharmal output of tha unit waa
than obtained by summation of the thermal outputs predlctad
for each saction.
SAMPLX CALCULATIONS
Compute the thermal performance of the heat exchanger-
duot ayatam for the following conditlona:
Taz s 96° F = 555° R Wa = 3000 lb/hr
%1= 1600°°F = ~0600 R Wg = 3050 lb/hr
Only the computation of tha thermal performance of the
entrance section la given hare, since tha others are entlraly
almilarm all of them baing baaed on the equation:
qa = WaCpa (Tgl - Tax) ~
where tha aubacripta x refer to the conditions at the ~nlet
of the aeatlon under consideration,
Determine ~p for the entrance eection,
~
h
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Unit thermal convective conductance determined from the
“equation:
--, ,-. , .~-,
0:; (l””@fo” = 6.4 x 10-4 Tav —
( 1+1.12
D
o.a 1)
a. For the exhauet gas side:
rlow area = o.217 fta
G . : m .?!.~. = 14,000 lb/hr fta
0.217
D = 0.526 ft
Correction (1 + 1.1 D/z) is not apnlled because a new
boundary layer is not formed here. Estimated temperature of
exhaust gaa at outlet of entrance section:
1540° R’ = 2000° R
T= 2000 + 206 b
av 2
= 2030° R
f= = 5.4 x 10-4 (2030)o.a (l.+ooo)””e
(0.526 )0-=
= 5.4 X 10-4 X 9.84 X -
0.819
f= = 12.6 Btu/hr fta ‘F
Heat trannfer area = 3.8’? fta
fCA = 12.6 X 3.07 = 48.6 Btu/hr ‘T
b. For the ventilating air side
Flow area = 0.254 fta
G=x.~
A
= 11,800 lb/hr fta
0.254
D = 0.222 ft
1 + 1.1 3)/2 correction 1s not apmlied..
. . .—. — -.
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Poetulate temperature of ventilating air at outlet of entranoe
eeotion = 1450 F = 6050 R
- .,...,-..
T 555 ‘+--605av = = 580° R
2
“f. = 5.4 X 10-4 (580)0’3 (11800)0ae
(0.222) o-a
= 8.94 Btu/hr fta ‘F
Heat transfer area = 3.87 fta
fcA = 8.94 X 3.87 = 34.7
The over-all thermal conductance:
UA = 1
a 6.4 X 10-4 X 6.74 X =
0.740
Btu/hr ‘F
~.
1. 1
1 *L
= 20.2 Btu/hr ‘F
0.0206 + 0.0288 = 0.0494
48.6 “ 34.7
~p from ohart, figure 32 of reference 3.
‘a ‘Pa—=
‘~ oPg
UA .
‘a ‘Pa
If the preceding valuem
to, there ie obtatned
3000 x 0.242
3050 x 0.278
20.2
3000 X 0.242
= 0.857
IG 0.0279
are ineerted into the chart referred
~p = 0.026
Therefore, the thermal performance of the entrance eection is:
,
--- .. . .. .—.— . .
—. —
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q = Wa opa (Tgz - Taz) ~P = 3000 X 0.242 X
= 28,400 Btu/hz
>.-----,. .. .,.,
Trom the relat~onships:
q = Wa e~a (Ta=- ~al) = ‘g ‘Pg (Tgl
T
I%a = 136° F
‘~a = 1566° 3“
T~ese value B agree sufficiently well with the
turee astlmated for the above calculation.
The preceding temperatures are the inlet
of the heater eection. If fluid teumeraturee
1506 X 0.026
- Tga )
exit tempera-
temperaturee
at the outlet
of the heater eection are postulated-, the thermal performance
of that section is calculated and then, In turn, the thermal
performance of the exit eection ia obtainad. The renulte of
the calculations are:
Ta(h) Ta(out) Tg(in) Tg(~t)
(or) (°F) (°F) (“l?)
&%(’&)@t”:rN) ‘p *
(Mtu/ti)
—— —.
titrame
—— —.— .
section 95 135 1600 1566 g.gti 12.6 20.2 0.026 28.4
Heater
Section 235 331 1566 1393 15.7 16.2 117 .13u 139
Exit
eection 331 352 1393 1374 6.3~ 11.6 12.8 .0176 13.6
Thermal performance of heater-duct syetem:
~a = 28,400 + 139,000 + 13,600 = 181,000 Btu/hr
Experimental value (Interpolated from plot of qa va Wa
In fig. 2):
qa = 220,000 3tu/hr
Percentage deviation = 18 peraent
— -—-
— --
s-.
PRBSSUE~ “DROP
Isothermal Pressure
. .
..
13
Drop
The $s th 1 0 tio D eeB I’@ OD on the exhaust ga~
,+ of the”he~;~ ee~;ion a;one”waed~eaiured experimentally.
The predioted preeBure drop was based upon the following par-
tially idealised eyatem:
(a) Statio pretaeure drop $n a converging adapter from the
upstream preseure meaeuring seotion to the heater, as given by
the equation:
N? gr oQntr
‘Y
yl& (*
= ‘gr contr 2g gr contr = 0.04) “ (7)
where urn ie the mean velocity of flow a% the heater end of
the edapter, and
‘gr oontr Ie a “head lose~ coefficient for
gradual contraction of the air obtained from reference 5.
(b) Static pressure drop due to a sudden contraction in
the area of flow aa the gae enters the fluted mection of the
heater, g~ven by the equation:
AP contr
—=KC
Y
~ (Kc = 0.02) (8)
where Um is the-mean velncity in the fluted section of the
heater and Kc ie a head lees coefficient for sudden contrac-
tion, obtained from reference 6.
(c) Static prewwre -drop due to friction lessee within
the fluted eectlon. of the heater, given by the equation:
(9)
wheme urn ie-evaluatsd-fnr -bhe area of the fluted section
and ~ ie the friction factor for commercial pipe, obtained
from.tiefereace 6.
.
(d) Static p=ee-sure drcq due to a eudden expansion in
the area of flow as the gae leavea the fluted sect~on of the
hea-r, given by the equation:
.
Ill -.
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APexn
ag ‘K”
.Ke*
‘Y
= 0.011) (lo)
.,, - . . . . .. .
- --
uhere um 18 ev;luated for the area of the fluted section of
the heater and Ke la a head loee aoefftc?ent for euddeq ex-
pansion, equal to (1 - m)= where m Is the ratio of the two
areaa of flow.
(e) 6tatfa pressure drop due to sudden contraction In ~
the area of flow as the heater end changes from a circle to
an ellipse of emaller area, given by the equation:
AP contr
Y
= SC.* (xc = 0.13)
where urn is evaluated for the area of the ellipee and Kc
id determined, as before, from reference 5.
(f) static prestaure drop due to gradual expansion of the
flow area from the elliptical heater end to the clraular ~rem-
sure measuring section, given by the oquatlon,
AP gr exp
~m~ (Kgr exp = 0.097)
Y = ‘gr exp ~g
(12)
where urn Is evaluated for the flow area at the elli~tical
end of the heater and ~~r exm la a head lose coefficient
for gradual expansion, equal to” (1 - n)(l - ma) where m Is
the ratio of the flow area before ex~anelon to that after ez-
panraion, and (1 - n) ie an efficiency factor which is given
by figure 11 of reference 6.
The summation of the pressure drops from a, b, o, d, e, .
and f is then the predicted value of the static pressure
drop aoross the heater ~eation and the adapters used in mak-
ing the isothermal tests. The predicted values (eee table IV
and fig. 5) were, on the average, within 25 percent of the
measured vnlues.
The isothermal etatia uressure &oQ acroae the heater
eectlon alone on the ventilating air” side w88 predicted in a
similar manner. However, since the measurements were aotually
made at the entranoe and exit of the heater aeotion, there
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vere only three pressure drop terme to conelder: (a) a Oudden
contraction (Ke = 0.16), (b) frictional
7
reesure drop within
the fluted eectlon of the heater, and (o
..(Ke = 0.24)..
a sudden expansion
. ..-. ..The.same.basic equations were applled and the
eum of the three terme calculated. Comparison with t’he meas-
ured ~alues showed that the maximum deviation, over the range
ooneidered, was about 12 percent . The experimental data and
predioted valueta are given in table II and are plotted an a
function of the ventilating air rate in figure 3.
The isothermal total pressure drop acroes the heater
eeetion alone on the vontllating air eide wag predioted by
adding the loss in velocity head to the calculated static
pressure drop. These predicted valuee differed from the
meaeured valuea by about 13 percent, on the average. Table
11 presente the experimental data and the pre~icted values of
the total pressure drop aoroefl the heater section alone on
the ventilating air mlde. A plot of the data and the predie-
tlone as a function of the ventilating air weight rate 16
presented in figure 4.
Non-Isothermal Pressure Drop
The ~n-t aothermal ntatic Dressure droDQ acrose either
nide of the heat exchanger were predicted from the isothermal
meaeuremente, using the equation (see reference 3, eq~tion (54)):
‘P(etatic)non-iso = ‘%0 (~)l”’’+(&)a ~g j .ha
x [(* +O*- (f)’+g’13)*2.
in which
/ AT1~o isothermal frictional pressure leas aoroee the heater
seotlon at temperature Tlso
Ti mixed-mean abaolute temperature of the fluid at the
inlet end of the heat exchanger
T= mixed-mean absolute temperature of the fluid at the
outlet end of the heat exchanger
-.
1
I
1
I
;
I
I
I
I
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I
1
I
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T av arithmetic average of TI and T=
w weight rate of fluid . . . .
Y1 weight density of the fluid, evaluated at temperature 1’1
Al croee-eectioyal flow area at upstream preeeure tap
A= croaa-aeotlonal flow area at downstream preesure tap
Ah crona-aectlonal area of flow within the heater
The non-isothermal static mres.sure drop acroas the
exhaust gas aide of the heater-duct eyetem waa predicted by
considering the Isothermal static preaeure drop aa being equal
to the Isothermal frictional pressure lose. This aubatitution
ta quite valid beoanae the croea-sectional areaa of flow at
the upstream and downstream pressure tapa were equal. (See
reference 3.)
This substitution waa not possible in the prediction of
the PQ n-iao thermal atatio Ur eaaure drop acroaa the heater aec-
tlon alone on the ventilating air aide hecauee the flow areaa
at the polnta where the static preaaurea were meaaured, the
upstream and downstream ends of the heater eectlon, were not
equal . Tho term
~iao~ the isothermal friction loaa, waa
therefore replaced by tha isothermal drop in total prosaure,
for thie case.
The meaaured and predlotefl non-isothermal static preaau
$~Von either aide of the heater are compiled in tablea 11;9
and plots of t“hese values aa functions of the weight
rate o; the respective fluids are given in flgurea 3 and 6“.
The predtcted non-isothermal atatlc preaaure drops were, on
the average, wlthln 13 peroent of the meaaured valuea.
Tor prediction of the ~p-leot hermal tQtal urestaure droKi
acroea the ventilating air aide of the heater section alone,
the equation ueed waa (See reference 3, equation (54a).):
‘(total)non-iao ( ‘av }“13+(&Y;--.& (; - 1) ‘1’)= ‘Iao ~ zl-
. . ..
where
—- -.
—..
.—.. . ... . .
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A??slSO isothermal friction pressure loss across the heater sec-
tion at temperature Tj4~o
T av arithmetic average of TI and T2, the mixed-mean abso-
lute temperatures of the ventilating air at the inlet
and outlet ends of the heat exchaiiger, respectively
W a weight rate of the ventilating air
Y1 weight density of the ventilating air, evaluated at tem-
perature T1
Ah cross-sectional area of flow vithin the heater
Because of the fact that the cross-sectional areas of flov
were not the same at th~ points at which the total pressure
measurements were taken, *he isothermal static pressl~re drop
APi~Q cannot be su-ostituted for the isothermal friction pres-
sure loss Al?iso. 3’or this case, the term AFiso is replaced
by the isothermal total pressure drop across the section.
This equation is obtained from the ur~vious equation (1~) ~Y
transposing to the left-har,d side t~ro terms on the right-hand
side vhich are the velocity pressures at points 1 and 2, and
thus obtaining the expression for the total pressure &rop.
A summary of the measnred and predicted total pressune
drops is given in table 111 and a plot of these values as a
function of ventilating air weisht rate is presented in fig-
ure 4. The deviation of the predicted values of the non.-
isotherraal total pressure drop on tkle ventilating air sicie
from the measured values was, on the average, within 13 per-
cent .
The results of the tests on this fluted-type heat
exchanger using the parallel-flow-type 3-3 shroud are shown
graphically in figures 2 to 7, These graghs are based on the
data presented in tables I to V.
.. . . . . .. —-- ... . . .. .. ...———..—- -.. . . . .. ..-. ..—. .-. .—..—.--—. . . . .
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Heat Transfer
The predictions of the over-all thermal performance of
this flut;d-type heater, using the parallel-flow-type shroud
were, on tb.e average, within 18 percent of the experimental
values. A more complete analysis would have included the ef-
fect of heat transfer by radiation (reference 3, pt. 1, see. G)
between the heater surfaces and also “oy gaseous radiation
(reference 7) by the exhaust gas and the heater shell.
Although surface temperatures ware not measured, at high
gas ra,tes and. low ventilating air rates, the heater surfaces
were a light orange-red color. Computations, based on the
calculations of the over-all thermal performance, gave apprcx-
ima.tely 1200 0 1? as the temperature of the heater surface for
this combination of ventilating air and exhaust gas rates.
For these weight rates it is probable that the heat transfer
by radiation was not negligible. A rough computation of the
heat transferred from the core to the shroud by radiation,
and then frem the shroud to the ventilating air by convection
shows that this manner of heat transfer could account for ap-
proximately 15 to 20 percent of the heat transfer, thus lo?ver-
ing the discrepancy between the predicted and measured values
of
~a l
Another partial explanation of the discrepancy between
predicted and measured values of the over-all thermal per-
formance may be that thermal stresses which distort the heater
passages will affect the performance of the heater if the
thermal resistances are altered. The calculations revealed,
however, that the thermal resistances were on the two sides
of the surface, for the most part, of the same order of magni-
tude and, therefore, chan~es in area would have little effect
upon the thermal performance unless these changes were rather
pronounced.
From figure 2, it Can be noted that t.llethermal output
of the heater unit :!~asnot greatly affected by the use of the
cabin air duct instead of the overboard duct as the ventilat-
ing air exit. At the maximum V;eight rate, the result of using
the cabin air duct as the ventilating air exit was to increase
the thermal output by about 15 percent above that obtained
vhen using the overboard duct as the exit. The increase be-
came less noticeable at lower weight rates.
—.—. _ .. . —— .. -—..-—-——.. —-------
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Pressure Drop
The isothermal static mressure dron on the exhaust gas
side of the heater section alone was not neasu?ed directly,
lut with the addition of a converging and a diverging adapter.
The static pressure drop across the adapters could not be
measured directly, hut calculations indicate that it comprises
about 10 Tercent of the measured. value. The pressure drop
across the heater section alone can be estimated by deducting
from the measured over-all values the calculated values of
the pressure drop across tke adapters. I’ron figure 5, it can
be noted that though the predicted values of the static pres-
sure drop across thd heater and adapters were lover than the
measured values, the slopes of the two curves were essentially
similar .
The predicted curves of the isothermal static and total
pressure drons across the ventilating air side of the heater
.—
Secti,on alone have SIOpeS Irhich. are greater tb.an those of the
plotted measured values. This may be due, in part, to the
fact that the idealized system across which the pressure drop
vas predicted may not have given sufficient weight to the ef-
fect of friction.
!?hree-point total mressure traverses were made within the
flutes of the heater shell on the ventilating air side under
—— .——
isothermal and non-i.sot:hermal conditions. At all veight
rates, it was found that the total pressures were highest at
the bottom and center of the flute. (See table V and fig. 7.)
‘i’hepressure distributions obtained are not too significant
because, owing to the lack of a smaller total pressure tule,
the effect of the walls was greater than is desirable.
The total pressure drop across the bend of the calin air
duct was about 60 percent of that across the heater section
alone, for isothermal conditions, and about 70 percent of
that for non-isothermal conditions.
Non-Isothermal Pressure Drop
‘The non-isothermal static pressure drop across the ex-
haust gas side was determined for the whole unit because it
was not possible to measure the pressure,drop across the
heater section-alone.
The _predictions of the non-isothermal static and total
pressure drop across the heater section alone of the
. . -. —. -—. — -—.— —-—-—— ------ -—- --- —
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vent>lattng air side were within approximately 8 peraent of
the experimental data.
. -. -. .. - . .. The limiteti-ons of equatl-ons (13) and (14) are disauesed
in referenae 3. It may be stated here, though, that the er-
rors are mainly in the eorreotlon of the expansion and con-
.
tractton loeeea by a term [(*y”’”]. .which should be used
only to correot frictional losses, and also in the use of an
average density to correot approximately for the variation of
pressure drop with changes of density caused by temperature
and altitude effects. However, the ftrot of theme corrections
Is @mall, and, since it ueually overcorreots the entrance
losses and undercorreots the exit losees (or vioe-verea,
depending upon whether the fluid is heating or cooling), the
error introduced Is minimized. The second Item Is only an
approximation because an arithmetic average temperature 1s
used, but again becauge the errors Introduced at entrance and
exit tend to cancel ons another, the net error is not so
great as it would seem upon first inspection.
COECLUSIOMS
Performance data havs been taken on a flute-type heat
exchanger, using a parallel-flok-type shroud, and the results
compared with predicted values. The thermal performance of
the heater-duct system was predicted within about 18 percent.
The pressure drops (Isothermal and non-isothermal, static and
total) were predicted with an average deviation ranging from
8 to 25 percent. The ma~orlty of the predictions deviated
from the meaeured pressure drops by about 12 percsnt.
University of California,
Berkeley, Calif., July 23, 1944.
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TABLE I EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON FLUTED-TYPE HEATER
USING B-3 SHROUD
AIR SIDE SIDE
Pun
No.
u.
“f ‘f *F
/3
/4
/7
23’
/5
22*
/6
24 *
/8
25 “
2/
20
/9
94
97
97
90
98
9/
94
84
96
84
95
96
I
a
485
388
305
547
535
46/
427
390
335
330
589
5’/3
390
39/
29/
208
457
437
370
333
306
239
246
494
4/7
298
/520
2590
4f90
/430
/520
2200
26/0
3200
4580
$fao
/3=m
2620
45/0
/#
/82
226
/58
/6/
/97
2/0
237
260
274
/79
264
325
/604
/604
/605
/684
/595
/6(29
/578
/6LW
/5-82
/608
/586
/569
/6/0
/343
/30”
/227
/407
/38/
/403
/32/
/364
/27d
/35/
/424
/38/
/’364
26/
296
378
/97
2/4
/97
257
236
304
257
162
/88
246
/9’0
/9!0
/9’0
3050
3030
30s0
3050
3’07@
3070
3070
$/60
5/60
5//o
/39
/57
202
/6b
/79
/46
276
Z&z
“2.58
2/8
23/
268
346 colu
* wi/ut%gA> 0477’tinwgh 224+7-4- elhw
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TABLE II.- MEASURED AND PREDICTED ISOTHERMAL PRESSURE DROPS
VENTILATING AIR SIDE
Run Wa static &“ Total Apt’
Measured Predicted Measured pred~cted
(lb/hr) (in. %0) (in. H20) (in. H20) (in. H20)
Pressure Drop across the Heater Section Alone (plotted in figs. 3, 4;
(Sect ions A-A and B-B)
1 1010 0.16 0.14 0,19 0,15
2 2280 .65 .67 .66
1
.72
yqo 1.71 1.74 1.71 1.83
5940 3.75 3.94 3.16 L27
Pressure Drop across the Heater-Duct System,
Using the Overboard Duct as Ventilating Air Exit
(Sections D-D end H-H)
12 1010 0.43
11 2250 1.53
10 31350 4.09
9 5510 7.ao
Pressure Drop across the Heater-Duct System,
Using the Cabin-Air Duct as ‘VentilatingAir Exit
(Sections D-D md F-F)(Measurements corrected to dqyel areas)
1010 0.51
2; l~lo ,gg
2 Elimo 1.W
3 3/370 5.11
26 5000 7.49
4 594Q 11.3
Pressure Drop across the Cabin-Air Duct Elbow (plotted in fig. 7)
(Sections B-B and F-l?)
27 1510 0.17
22go .44
? yj’o 1.30
26 5000 1.71
4 5940 2.51
NOTE: See fig. 1 for the location of the sections.
— ——
.*
%4
1
d
1
,
I
1
1
.
T- III.- WASURED MD .PILGDI- HOH-1~ msSUHE I120Ps
VEHTII&l!IM(3AIR SIDE
Run Va - %tatia APn Total AP
Measured Predicted Measured Predicted
(lb/b) (h. H,o) (in. I&o) (h. HaO) (in. H=O)
Pressure Drop aoross the Heater Section AJ.one(plotted in figs. 3, 4)
(Seotion8H ad M)
23 1430 o.6t3 0.60 0.59 0“59
22 2200 1.32 1.16
J
1.2 1.17
24
iii?
2.00 2mcn 1. 2.00
25 00 3.43 3.47 3935 3.9
Reseure Drop acrostaHeater%ot Systen,
Using the Overboard Duct as the Vemtilating Air Exit
(SectionsD-D end HA)
1
i
1520 1.52
1 2610
4510
3*53
19 g.60
Pressure Drop across HeaterJuct System,
Using the CabIn-AirDuctas theVentilatingAirExit
(Sections D-D and F-)
23 1430 1=52
22 2200 2979
24
K
00 4.s6
25 00 8.65
PressureDrop aorossCabizdir hct Elbow (plott* in f’igo7)
(SectionsB4 and KU’)
23 1430 0.37
22 2200 ,60
26
E
00 1“33
25 00 2.15
KITE: See fig. 1 for the location of the eections,
I
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TABLE IV.- MNASUIZEDAND PREDICTED ISOTHERMAL AND NON-ISOTHERMAL
STATIC PIWSSURX DROPS
EXHAUST GAS SIDE
25
Run I/g
APiti~o &@”non-iso
Measured Predicted Measured Predicted
(lb/hr) (in. H20) (in. H20) (in. H20) (in. H20)
Pressure Drop across Heater Section
(Sections a and b, plotted in fig. 5)
31 25-70 0.29 0.24
32 3190 .45 .36
33 5000 1.15 .84
34 6500 1995 ~“39
35 9100 3056 2.64
Pressure Drop across Heater-Duct System (plotted in fig. 6)
(Sections E-IIIand G-G, see fig. 1)
7 1700 0.51
14 1930 .6g 3.02 2.51
8 2950 1.62
15 3030 1.6g 6.96 6.37
5 5000 4.58
19 5110 4.75 19.5 1~.~
6 9000 14.9
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TABLE V.- TO!I?ALPIUilSSURXDISTRIBUTION WITHIN A FLUTE
ON THX VENTILATING AIR SIDE OF TIE!HXAT EXCHANGER
(Section C-C, see fig. 1)
26
Run Wa Total.pressure
(in. H20)
Point a Point b
I
Point c
Isothermal
1 1010 0.40 O.bl 0.26
22i30 1.66 1.72 lot?
; 3870 4.53 4.Kf 2.gg
4 5940 10.2 10.5 6.57
Non-isothermal
23 1430 1.44 1.18 O.W
22 2200 2.74 2.~4 2.26
24 3200 4.85 4.95 4.35
25 4600 8.52 g.g2 5.17
Location of points
Shroud -.<
\_ n c—--- --—
~.
IF------_b-- --—- -- aFlute ____
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Figure3.- Static pressure drop across air side of fluted-type heat
exchanger, using parallel air flow shroud, as a function
of ventilating air rate,
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‘Phtr
AP .1s0
!
at~x
w
?al
‘a2
‘g~
‘g2
Vx
Re
isothermal static pressure drop across the heater
passages only, 1%/ft2 (Ap’htr = inches H20)
total isothermal static pressure drop across heater
and ducts at temperature Tisoj lb/ft2
(AP’ iso = inches H20) -
isothermal friction factol* defined by the equation
mean temperature difference for cross +low o,sde--
fined by equation (43) of reference 2, ‘F
viscosity of fluid, lb Gec/ft2
mixed—mean temperature of ven~~lating air at en—
trance section (point 1), J
mixed--mean temperature of ventilating air at exit
section (point 2), ‘I’
Qixed-mean temperature of exhaust gas at entrance ,
section (point 1), ‘T
mixed-mean temperature of exhaust gas at exit sec—
tion (point 2), ‘1’
heater effectiveness for cross flow used in equs,–
tion (46) of reference 2
Re~nolds number. = GD/3600 p g
Subscriyt s
a ventilating—air side
c convective conductance
Cs cross—sectional areas
e ‘effective~l thernal conductance
g exhaust—gas side
h, htr heater
—. ——.. — ‘+=- -.
